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ABSTRACT

Sinatra, Jamie Allen. DMA. The University of Memphis. May 2015.
“Awakening Goliath: A Study and Analysis of the Concerto for Bassoon and Orchestra
(‘Eine Kleine Fagottmusik’) [1984-85] by Gunther Schuller.” Major Professors: Michelle
Vigneau and Janet Page.
Gunther Schuller’s bassoon concerto, subtitled “Eine Kleine Fagottmusik” (a little
bassoon music), was written for the late Kenneth Pasmanick in 1984-85 and premiered by
Pasmanick and the National Symphony Orchestra on May 16, 1985. The work received
its only commercial recording in 1994 in Germany; the reviews ranged from glowing to
hideous. After several journal articles describing the piece appeared in the mid 1990’s,
the work disappeared into hibernation by 1996.
In these pages, I awaken this potential goliath of the bassoon world and explore
this piece in terms of form, analysis, technique, and changes that were made between the
1985 version and the commercial recording. The piece is primarily atonal and there are
massive technical demands. This piece bridges two generations of bassoon music and
includes one of the few segments of true jazz improvisation in its “Blues” movement.
In short, Gunther Schuller blends extraordinary compositional technique with
quietly beautiful atonality to produce a satisfying piece that could easily stand with any
work in the bassoonist’s repertoire presently available.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In 1984, American composer Gunther Schuller was commissioned to write a
bassoon concerto by his friend Kenneth Pasmanick, former principal bassoonist of the
National Symphony Orchestra in Washington, D.C.1 This piece, subtitled Eine kleine
Fagottmusik (a little bassoon music), was completed in early 1985.
This is what Richard Freed, long-time program note annotator for the National
Symphony Orchestra in Washington, D.C. and other orchestras, wrote for the program
notes about Schuller’s Bassoon Concerto:
In general, Mr. Schuller has composed his concertos with specific soloists
in mind, and he did so in the new Bassoon Concerto; it does not follow the
conventional three-movement format, but is laid out in five movements—
each of whose titles, incidentally, is a word beginning with the letter B.
Mr. Schuller has provided the following note on the new work:
The Concerto for Bassoon was written at the request of Kenneth
Pasmanick, NSO Principal Bassoonist, who had an idea for a work that
would be accessible, appealing, somewhat light in character, and would
occasionally pay tribute to certain American popular music traditions. I
saw this as a fascinating challenge, particularly in acceding to these
wished in terms of a solo work for bassoon—an instrument I regard as
equal to any in the orchestra in beauty and versatility of expression. I
suppose this separates me from many others who regard the bassoon as the
buffoon of the orchestra—that ancient, tired cliché—or at best an
instrument limited in scope and thus an intruder into the solo ranks.
Of course Mozart in his lovely Bassoon Concerto and Stravinsky in his
Firebird Berceuse and The Rite of Spring show that view to be untenable,
and there are many other fine examples in the literature. Nonetheless the
opportunity to exploit the full expressive and technical range of the
bassoon in a concerto-type work had immediate appeal for me—I had
1

Lon Tuck, “Notes for an NSO Bassoon: From Ballade to Blues in Schuller Concerto,”
Washington Post, May 12, 1985: G1, Academic OneFile, accessed March 19, 2015,
http://go.galegroup.com/ps/i.do?id=GALE%7CA3770319&v=2.1&u=tel_a_uofmem&it=r&p=AONE&sw
=w&asid=107d35f3728c3fbdcc0b055270ee9d2c.
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previously composed the world’s first Contrabassoon Concerto (now
there’s a challenge!) for Mr. Pasmanick’s NSO colleague Lewis Lipnick—
and I began in due course to compose a five-movement, suite-like work in
which each movement has its own distinct characteristics.2
As Freed and Schuller said, the concerto is in five movements:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Ballade
Berceuse
Burlesca
Blues
Badinerie

According to Schuller:
The titles of the respective movements give clear indications of these
characteristics. The opening Ballade is essentially a songful piece,
presenting the bassoon in a lyric capacity. The second movement,
Berceuse, is a recitative-aria for the bassoon set against a quiet
accompaniment by strings alone. Burlesca follows, a bit of playfulness
exploiting the technical fluency of the instrument.
The bassoon has not yet played a major role in jazz history, but Mr.
Pasmanick has a particular and loving feel for that American idiom, and so
a Blues movement was essential in the recipe for this particular concerto.
There is even room for some improvisation by the soloist if he should
choose to avail himself of this opportunity. The final movement is a
lighthearted, playful Badinerie, with a brief solo cadenza aided and abetted
by a few percussion instruments. A nasty ratchet has the final spoofing
word.3
The work was premiered on May 16, 1985, at the Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts under Mstislav Rostroprovich. Music critic Joseph McClelland of the
Washington Post commented on the debut performance of the piece:
For a few minutes, latecomers might have thought there was a jazz concert
last night in the Kennedy Center Concert Hall—although the National
Richard Freed and Gunther Schuller, Concerto for Bassoon and Orchestra “Eine Kleine
Fagottmusik” (1985) by Gunther Schuller; Program Notes for National Symphony Orchestra Concerts of
May 16-18, 1985.
2

3

Ibid.

2

Symphony Orchestra was on the stage, Mstislav Rostropovich on the
podium and principal bassoonist Kenneth Pasmanick in the soloist's chair.
Most of the time Pasmanick sat at his music stand, as bassoonists usually
do, but midway through the fourth movement of Gunther Schuller’s
Concerto for Bassoon and Orchestra he stood up like a jazzman and began
to improvise hot licks on an instrument not associated with riffs and blue
notes.
It was to be expected, no doubt. Schuller (the inventor of the “Third
Stream” concept) is at home in jazz as well as classical music, and his
fourth movement (titled “Blues”) has a properly jazzy rhythm and sound.
It is the most striking of the work’s five movements. The others, titled
“Ballade,” “Berceuse,” “Burlesca” and “Badinerie,” testify eloquently to
the versatility of an instrument too often dismissed as the “clown” of the
symphony orchestra. The “Burlesca” and the pell-mell “Badinerie” cast it
in a virtuoso role, while the first two movements establish, right from the
beginning, that it can sing soulfully.
Last night’s world premiere performance was warmly applauded, and not
without reason. The world suffers an acute shortage of good bassoon
concertos, the Schuller work is technically expert and the National
Symphony gains in stature when one of its players takes the spotlight and
performs as brilliantly as Pasmanick did.4
In 1992, Ken Pasmanick sent a letter to the editors of The Double Reed (the
periodical of The International Double Reed Society) talking about Eine kleine
Fagottmusik and a recording session he was coming back from in Germany:5
I was invited by the Radio Orchestra of Saarbrucken to perform, and later
record the Concerto for Bassoon and Orchestra by Gunther Schuller, a
work I had commissioned him to write six years ago. The U.S. premier
took place in the spring of 1986 with Slava Rostropovich and the National
Symphony Orchestra, and at each of the four performances it was received
with wonderfully noisy enthusiasm. It is a fascinating work for our
instrument, and further I think it is the most significant bassoon concerto
of the twentieth century. The work is harmonically, melodically, and
rhythmically accessible, provides wonderful contrasts from movement to
movement, has a magnificent accompaniment, is challenging for the
4

Joseph McClelland, review of performance by The National Symphony Orchestra, John F.
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, Washington Post, May 17, 1985, accessed February 6, 2015,
www.lexisnexis.com/hottopics/lnacademic.
5

There exists an archival recording of this piece with the NSO; I was not able to obtain a copy of
this recording due to union collective bargaining agreements on archival recordings held with the orchestra.

3

soloist and completely worthy of his/her work investment to learn it. And
of equal importance it extends the tonal coloration, technical and
expressive capabilities of the bassoon.
The recording of the bassoon concerto, a twenty minute work, was done in
approximately three hours; we finished with eight minutes to spare. I, the
conductor and orchestra were all pleased with the result. The CD should
be available by late fall in company with the horn concerto and one other
Schuller work. As though this strenuous musical activity were not
adventure enough, I had the pleasure of exploring the town of Saabrucken,
its antique shops, a modern art gallery worthy of any great urban center,
the wonderful, open strolling plazas, and eating great meals of the
dizzying variety, including German, French, Chinese and Turkish cuisine.6
The disc was released commercially in 1994 and was met with several different
kinds of responses. Bassoonist Scott Vigder said this about the recording in a 1994
article for The Double Reed:
At first hearing, Gunther Schuller’s music sounds like a cross between
Alban Berg’s stark intensity and tragedy and Claude Debussy’s
remarkable sense of color and sensuous textures. This collection of three
Concertos highlights three works of very different styles written over a
span of nearly 40 years by the 1994 Pulitzer Prize winning composer.
After listening many times to this work, I can say it is as important a piece
as Andre Jolivet’s Concerto of 1954. In its 22 minutes it gives a
bassoonist opportunity to showcase the bassoon’s unique characteristics:
its wide range, its myriad technical possibilities, its wealth of emotions
and that special haunting quality it has when given something slow to
play.7
By contrast, a critic from American Record Guide wrote this in an early 1995
review of the same disc:
But I don’t find these three concertos very interesting. The horn concerto comes
closest to having an individual profile. It sounds like lots of different early 20th
Century pieces: The Firebird, Berg’s Orchestral Pieces, odd bits of Bartók and
6
Kenneth (Ken) Pasmanick, “Letters to the Editors,” Journal of the International Double Reed
Society (1992): 35, accessed February 6, 2015,
http://www.idrs.org/publications/controlled/DR/JNL20/JNL20.LetEd.html#Pasmanick.

7

Scott Vigder, “Gunther Schuller: three concertos—a special CD review: 'Horn Concerto No. 1,
Piano Concerto, Bassoon Concerto,’” Double Reed 17, no. 2 (Fall 1994): 49, accessed February 6, 2015,
http://www.idrs.org/publications/controlled/DR/DR17.2/DR17.2.Vigder.html.
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(yes) Gershwin, all put in a blender and poured out. I like the unmixed originals
and prefer mine without the Gershwin, thank you.
The other concertos have even less profile. I’ve listened to them with some care
several times, yet I doubt that I’d recognize either of them if I heard them again.
Some music wins hearts and some music wins grants. I wish the categories
overlapped more. I have no doubt which one these pieces fall into.8
By 1996, the piece had all but been forgotten. William Davis, former professor of
bassoon at The University of Georgia at Athens, mentioned the piece again in an article
about bassoon works written by Pulitzer Prize winners:
Gunther Schuller, who won the Pulitzer Prize in 1994, composed his
Concerto for Bassoon and Orchestra (subtitled “Eine kleine Fagottmusik”)
in 1984-85. Unfortunately, the work is not widely performed because it is
not published and available for sale. Despite the fact that it has been
recorded, the music is available only by rental from Associated Music
Publishers. A perusal copy of the solo part and a piano reduction by the
composer may be obtained by bassoonists who wish to consider
performing the work. Like the Zwilich concerto, the piano reduction
reflects the entire orchestral fabric and would need simplification to be
performed. The compact disc recording on the GM Recordings label
features Kenneth Pasmanick of the National Symphony Orchestra as
soloist and the composer conducting. The instrumentation of the orchestra
is somewhat large; twelve woodwinds, eleven brasses, harp, timpani,
percussion, and strings.9

Following this article, no more references were made to the piece (so far as I
know). There is no indication that the work was ever performed or recorded again after
1994 in either piano reduction form or with orchestra. Nor was the piece brought to retail
Stephen D. Chakwin Jr., “Schuller: Concertos for Horn, Piano, Bassoon,” American Record
Guide (January-February 1995): 170-71, Academic OneFile, accessed February 26, 2015,
http://go.galegroup.com/ps/i.do?id=GALE%7CA16347501&v=2.1&u=tel_a_uofmem&it=r&p=AONE&s
w=w&asid=7e27922508a726cfcdcd88cacf1d0a6d.
8

William D. Davis, “Music for Solo Bassoon by Pulitzer Prize-Winning Composers,ˮ Journal of
the International Double Reed Society (1996): 59, accessed February 6, 2015,
http://www.idrs.org/publications/controlled/Journal/JNL24/pulitzer.html.
9

5

sale. The work was never retracted by the composer. Pasmanick died on March 6, 2013.
At 89 years young, Schuller was still residing in the Boston area as of 2015.
Today, this piece exists in two forms: as a full-score manuscript, which can be
obtained through G. Schirmer (now known as Music Group Classical), and as a piano
reduction with a separate bassoon part available only through Music Group Classical by
request.
A potential goliath of the bassoon literature has been sleeping for at least twenty
years (perhaps longer). Here I will awaken it. I’ll discuss each of the five movements in
turn (Chapters 2-6) with respect to form, analysis, technique, several of the problems
heard in the recording, and difficulties which could arise for a bassoonist wanting to
perform this piece.
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CHAPTER 2
MOVEMENT I: BALLADE
Musicians are most familiar with the word “ballade” from the piano ballades of
Frederick Chopin. “Ballade” is a term given by Chopin to a long, dramatic type of piano
piece, the musical equivalent of a poetical ballad of the heroic type. He wrote four: G
minor, Op. 23; F major, Op. 38; A Major, Op. 47; and F Minor, Op. 52.1 Gunther
Schuller incorporates many of the features of Chopin’s style into the concerto’s first
movement. The form for this movement is outlined in Figure 2.1:

Analysis of the Movement
Introduction [A Section] (1:1-5:2)
Statement 1 (5:3-19:4)
Instrumental Transition (20:1-21:4)
Statement 2 (22:1-27:2)
Instrumental Transition (27:2-33:1)
Statement 3A (33:2-43:4)
Statement 3B (44:1-47:4)
Instrumental Transition (48:1-48:2)
Statement 4 [A Section returns] (48:3-52:4)
Closing Statement (53:1-63)

Figure 2.1. Gunther Schuller, Eine kleine Fagottmusik, Mvt. I, formal structure

1

“Ballade,” The Oxford Dictionary of Music, 2nd ed., Oxford Music Online, accessed October 23, 2014,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/.
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The piano reduction provides a compact view of the pitch material (Example 2.1).
Figure 2.2 shows the pitch classes of the opening chord from lowest to highest note. The
melodic figure heard in octaves in solo violin and solo cello (Figure 2.3) has the same
pitches as the opening chord played by the strings. This “identity chord” is an indication
of how Schuller will approach this movement—as a combination of the ordinarily simple
and the incredibly complex.

Example 2.1. Gunther Schuller, Concerto for Bassoon and Orchestra, “Eine
kleine Fagottmusik”, movement I, mm. 1-5. Chester, NY: Associated Music Publishers,
G. Schirmer, 1985. Piano Reduction. International Copyright Secured, All Rights
Reserved, Used with permission

E

Bb

D

G

C#

F

A

Figure 2.2. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. I, pitch classes found in piano reduction from
lowest to highest note
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C#

D

Bb

G

E

F

A

Figure 2.3. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. I, pitch classes found in rising melodic line
in order of appearance beginning in measure 2

Schuller manipulates his tonal landscape in this movement using everything from
jazz chords and polychords to single drone pitches. The landscape is hard to distinguish
at times and colorfully tonal at other moments; the lowest sounding pitch seems to drive
the tonal landscape and account for any semblance of a tonal center in this movement.
One characteristic of a Chopin ballade, says James Parakilas, is that “a voice is
always sounding. Almost always there is a melody, generally accompanied, but seldom in
a way that diverts attention from the melody. Only occasionally do two simultaneous
voices balance each other in importance.”2 Example 2.2 shows an example of this. In
measure 48, the string voices take hold of the opening melody while the bassoon soloist
passes through with triplet figures. By measure 53, the soloist regains control of the
theme and carries it through to the end of the movement.

2

James Parakilas, Ballads without Words: Chopin and the Tradition of the Instrumental Ballade,
(Portland, OR.: Amadeus Press, 1992), 56.

9

Example 2.2. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. I, piano reduction, mm. 46-54

At measure 25.4 there is quintal harmony (Example 2.3). Schuller presents us
with a triadic figure in the top line of the piano part involving F#4, C#5, and G#5.3 This
“F-sharp-Q Chord” is simply two perfect fifths stacked on top of each other. These
figures hold through to 26.2, where Schuller changes the chord again to an F-thirteenth
chord at 26.2 and a D-thirteenth chord at 26.3½.4 The F-sharp Q-Chord figure returns at
26.4 with a D-flat-augmented triad with added sharped second and sixth to add to the
tension.
I am using the scientific system with respect to pitch class: “C4” refers to “Middle C”, “C5” is the
C an octave above middle C.
3

In notating measures, “26.2” refers to “measure 26, beat 2”; “26.3½” refers to “measure 26, the
‘and’ of beat three”.
4

10

Finally, at measure 27 the bassoonist releases and the orchestra takes over
(Example 2.4). The Q-Chord descends unevenly as the bottom two voices lead out first
and descend by eighth notes while the top descends first by quarters and then joins the
bottom two notes in their eighth-note planing at 27.3. The result at measure 28.1 is a G
Q-Chord on the top line with a trill figure on G-sharp to A and a B-flat-thirteenth chord
with a flatted third and no ninth on the bottom line.

Example 2.3. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. I, piano reduction, mm. 20-27
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Example 2.4. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. I, piano reduction, mm. 27-29

The “Q-Chord” (quintal harmony) appears again near the end of the movement
(see Example 2.5). In measure 53, an F Q-Chord is on the top line of the piano staff:
right at the highest note in the bassoonist’s line (C#5). We also see a B-flat chord minus
the fifth and adding a sharp third and natural fourth, a D-sharp to E trill, and a pedal C
underneath; these three items remain constant until measure 59 as the Q-chord planes in
similar fashion to the chord’s descent in measure 27. Ascending lines also interplay
throughout the passage as the F Q-Chord eventually becomes an F-sharp Q-Chord on the
staff from measure 56 to the end of 58.
The final chord sequence at the end of the movement is, in fact, a C twenty-first
chord: a chord that contains all of the notes of the chromatic scale save one. The missing
pitch class at the last fermata is C-sharp; the missing note is held by the soprano
saxophone at measure 60 but cuts off at 61.4 before the final chord sounds at the end of
measure 62.
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Example 2.5. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. I, piano reduction, mm. 52-62

Difficulties of the Movement
There are several errata in the bassoon part for this movement. One is seen below
in Example 2.6. Both the conducting score and piano reduction indicate what is held in
Example 2.7.
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Example 2.6. Schuller, Eine kleine Fagottmusik, Mvt. I, bassoon part, mm. 1-11

Example 2.7. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. I, mm. 1-11 (what the full score indicates)

Another case occurs at the end of the movement (Example 2.8). This is clearly an
error that was never reconciled because the score and Pasmanick’s performance on the
recording both have a C-natural rather than a C-sharp in m. 59 (see Example 2.5). The Cnatural seems to make the most sense musically since it is also the pedal note held by the
bass instruments.

Example 2.8. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. I, bassoon part, mm. 56-62
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The most awkward passage for this movement is measures 44 to 47 (Example
2.9): Example 2.10 is a comparison between what Schuller wrote [A] and what
Pasmanick played in the recording [B]. The passage (as written) was almost unplayable.
Bassoonists know that wide slurs of about an octave (or slightly larger) are not difficult in
and of themselves; but when a composer writes a slur of two octaves or more for
bassoon, the player has to deal with crossing not one harmonic break (at F3) but two
harmonic breaks (at F4). As a result, it needed to be modified slightly to show the phrase
groupings and to give the bassoonist a better chance at playing the passage.

Example 2.9. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. I, bassoon part, mm. 42-48

Example 2.10. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. I, mm. 44-47, comparison between the
written part [A] and Pasmanick’s performance [B]

In this first movement, Gunther Schuller adapts the ballade form, style and
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characteristics to his style and compositional technique. He gives the bassoon a good,
lyrical warm-up with some moderate technique. Some would have proceeded to a
moderate or fast tempo for the next movement, but not Schuller. Schuller stays in the
realm of the slow for the second movement and turns his attention to a name familiar to
bassoonists: berceuse.
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CHAPTER 3
MOVEMENT II: BERCEUSE
The word “berceuse” is most familiar to bassoonists because of Stravinsky’s
usage of the word for the penultimate section of his L’Oiseau de feu (The Firebird) and
the role the principal bassoonist plays as “singer” of the lullaby. Schuller’s berceuse
movement could be seen as programmatic and seems to illustrate musically a descent into
sleep, a dream (or nightmare), and a rather rude awakening.
Figure 3.1 below shows the formal structure for this movement. Schuller called
this movement a recitative and aria. It is possible to think of the first section as a
recitative because of the more florid, aria-like figures in the second section’s solo part.
The third section could be considered a combination of both the lyrical and the florid,
technical figures.
Analysis of the Movement
Introduction (1-4.3)
First Section (4.4-14.3)
Second Section (14.4-21.3)
Third Section (21.4-26.3)
Codetta (26.4-27.4)

Figure 3.1. Schuller, Eine kleine Fagottmusik, Mvt. II, formal structure

At the beginning of the movement, Schuller writes a line performed by one solo
violin (Example 3.1). Figure 3.2 illustrates that the violin line has twelve pitch classes
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performed without repetition; Schuller develops his texture by presenting the row
canonically (in almost exact repetition) in each of the voices (Example 3.2). The row is
altered in the viola at measure 3.1 (a D-sharp instead of a D-natural) and at measure 3.3
(G-sharp instead of A-natural). In each case, following the altered note, the row proceeds
as if nothing happened.
By using the language of the tone row this way (much as Debussy used the
language of whole tone scales and synthetic scales to convey a mood or elicit emotion),
in combination with the descending motion, Schuller seems to be conveying a person’s
descent from being fully awake into deep rapid eye movement sleep. It is almost
impossible to put Roman numeral symbols to this passage after the first two measures. It
is an affective passage meant to (perhaps) convey the meaning not only of descending
into sleep but descending into not-so-pleasant sleep.

Example 3.1. Gunther Schuller, Concerto for Bassoon and Orchestra: Eine kleine
Fagottmusik (1984-1985), movement II, first violin part, mm. 1-3. Chester, NY:
Associated Music Publishers, Inc., 1985. Full score. International Copyright Secured, All
Rights Reserved, Used By Permission

F

E

B

G#

D

C#

A

G

F#

D#

B#

A#

Figure 3.2. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. II, The “tone-row” performed by the First
Violin in measures 1-3
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Example 3.2. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. II, full score, mm. 1-3

The second reason for using the row goes beyond the surface of the chordal
structure to the notes themselves (Examples 3.1 and 3.2); the number of appearances of
each interval class found in the row is given in Figure 3.3. Schuller, in articulating this
“row,” is telling us almost every intervallic manipulation that he will use in the string
accompaniment for this movement. Class I and Class II intervals predominate the
beginning and middle portion of each verse to perhaps illustrate “tossing and turning”
that a person might do during deep sleep. Schuller uses the Class VI interval (with a
Class IV in one case) at the end of the first verse to illustrate a climax or impact point in
the dream sequence.

Class I: 4

Class II: 1

Class III: 2

Class IV: 1

Class V: 1

Class VI: 1

Figure 3.3. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. II, interval class numbers in the “tone row”1

1

Class I = minor seconds or major sevenths. Class II = major seconds or minor sevenths. Class
III = minor thirds or major sixths. Class IV = major thirds or minor sixths. Class V = perfect fourths or
perfect fifths. Class VI = tritones, augmented fourths or diminished fifths.
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The solo string bass has an ascending sixteenth-note artificial scale beginning at
measure four (Example 3.3). This sixteenth-note figure appears at the very end of the
movement.

Example 3.3. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. II, piano reduction, bass clef part, m. 4

At the beginning of the first section (Measure 4.4 in Example 3.4), the string parts
abandon the tone row recitations and become more accompanimental. The first rhythmic
motion of the accompaniment comes from the tenor line (Viola) in measure 5. Every
intervallic move here is either a Class I or Class II. The bass line moves downward by
either Class I or Class II intervals; it seems as if the person is descending deeper and
deeper into sleep and chaos.
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Example 3.4. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. II, piano reduction, mm. 4-10

As the first section concludes, the accompaniment become more and more active
and more voices are added up to the first climax point in measure 14 (Example 3.5 and
3.6 below). The first section is the only part where Schuller uses Class VI intervals (or
Class IV in one case) to the climax point. In Example 3.7 (the end of the second section),
we see several intervallic movements which are different from the first section ending.
Example 3.8 shows the final climax before the last measure “awakening.”
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Example 3.5. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. II, piano reduction, mm. 11-13

Example 3.6. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. II, full score, mm. 13-15
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Example 3.7. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. II, full score, mm. 20-22

Example 3.8. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. II, full score, mm. 25.3-26.4

The melodic relationship between the berceuse of L’Oiseau de feu and Schuller’s
berceuse is rather striking (see Examples 3.9 and 3.10). Stravinsky begins each phrase of
measures 3 through 5 from the Bb3. He increases the ascending intervals from minor
third, to major third, to perfect fourth, to the perfect fifth (Example 3.10). Stravinsky
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does not use any interval greater than an ascending perfect fifth nor a descending perfect
fourth. The accompanying figures in this passage are very tonal (albeit in a minor key).

Example 3.9. Stravinsky, L’Oiseau de feu: “Berceuse,” bassoon part, mm. 1-6

Example 3.10. Stravinsky, L’Oiseau de Feu: “Berceuse,” bassoon part isolating
Bb3

Example 3.11 below illustrates what Schuller does in the first four measures of his
berceuse; Schuller uses the same principal of expansion of intervals returning for each
gesture to the same starting point.

Example 3.11. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. II, bassoon part, mm. 5-8 showing
intervals (ascending on the bottom line and descending on the top)

The end of the movement depicts an awakening from sleep using a motive from
the introduction. Schuller uses the sixteenth-note idea of measure 4 (see Example 3.3)
during the descent into sleep and transforms it into a thirty-second note figure in the final
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measure to help illustrate an awakening (see Example 3.12 below). Schuller uses one
sequence of intervals for the descent into sleep (refer to Example 3.3) and a completely
different set for the awakening (see Examples 3.13 & 3.14 below). The awakening
pattern passes upward through solo cello, solo viola, and solo violin, with each gesture
using the same sequence of intervals. All other parts have Debussy-like planing to the Bflat triad while the bassoon has a gesture similar to that at the beginning of the work
using D as the anchor point and moving to B-flat.
The final chord of the movement is built on B-flat (the twelth note of the original
row heard at the outset). It is a B-flat major triad with one additional pitch: the D-flat.
Had the solo violin continued interval-wise to the next note in that line, it would have
reached an F; this would have made a consonant B-flat triad at the end of the movement.
I believe Schuller stopped the progression on the D-flat and didn’t go to the F to
seemingly indicate a not so restful awakening or pensiveness.
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Example 3.12. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. II, full score, m. 27

Example 3.13. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. II, string bass part, m. 5.3 and 5.4
(elongated to show each interval)
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Example 3.14. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. II, m. 27.1-27.3 (beat 27.1 [solo cello] on
the bottom staff, beat 27.2 [solo viola] on the second staff, beat 27.3 [solo first violin] on
the top staff) [elongated to show each interval]
Difficulties of the Movement
Pasmanick plays this movement on the recording a little bit slower than the
indicated tempo of 60 to the eighth note, and I agree with that stance based on what
Schuller wrote for this movement. A slower tempo not only lets the aria-like nature of
the movement play itself out more readily, it also allows for the bassoonist to play the
complicated rhythms in a cleaner and more precise manner.
One of the awkward spots is illustrated below in Example 3.15; in measure 15.4
(the quintuplet and nine-note figure), Pasmanick uses a slight ritardando not printed on
the page to aid in the technique of the nine note figure and ease into the C5 gracefully. I
agree with the ritardando wholeheartedly as this nine-note sequence is very closely
related fingering-wise and the writing crosses into the upper register break for the
bassoon; a ritardando not only aids in the producing of these fingerings, but it adds a
rhapsodic feel to the lullaby and affords the player the chance to catch all of the notes.
At measure 17.4 (same example), there’s another nice lyrical line that is very
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awkward for the bassoon to negotiate through. The fingerings are not complex by
themselves, but the tempo of the sixty-fourth notes make it very easy to stumble through.
A lot of slow practice for this fragment is needed to put all of the notes in the right place.
Another technical problem is shown afterward in Example 3.16. Here is another
case of Schuller writing a melodic line crossing over the breaks at F3 and F4. Pasmanick
struggled with this passage in the recording as well. Again, the best solution for this is
slow, methodical practice of knowing where each note lies in the embouchure.

Example 3.15. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. II, bassoon part, mm. 15.1-18.3

Example 3.16. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. II, bassoon part, mm. 20-22

Example 3.17 shows an error at measure 25.2; Schuller wrote a septuplet and
called it a sextuplet. Pasmanick played the figure exactly as it was written for the
recording.
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Example 3.17. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. II, bassoon part, mm. 25-27

Gunther Schuller delves again into the lyrical capabilities of the bassoon and
continues to challenge them in the area of technique in the second movement of his
bassoon concerto. But after two movements of slow, lyrical playing, the real nightmare
is about to begin. The next movement may seem like a joke to some bassoonists, but
Schuller is hardly kidding around.
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CHAPTER 4
MOVEMENT III: BURLESCA
A burlesque (in musical terms) is a humorous piece involving parody and
grotesque exaggeration.1 Erich Schwandt gave this further description:
J.G. Walther (1732) described burlesque music as “jocular” and
“amusing” (“schertzhafft,” “kurzweilig”) and referred to “burleske
Ouvertüren” as pieces in which “laughable melodies, made up of 5ths and
octaves, appear along with serious melodies.” This probably referred to
the comic effects achieved by composers of Italian opera buffa in the early
18th century, effects that doubtless helped to set a standard of musical
humour for the “burlesca” movements sometimes included in
contemporary suites.2
Figure 4.1 shows the form for the third movement.

Analysis of the Movement
A Section (1:1-22:4)
Transition (23:1-33:4)
Episode (34:1-46:6)
B Section (47:1-66:2)
Retransition (66:2-74:4)
A’ Section (75:1-91:2)
Codetta (92:1-93:4)

Figure 4.1. Schuller, Eine kleine Fagottmusik, Mvt. III, formal structure

Erich Schwandt, et al, “Burlesque,” Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online,
accessed October 23, 2014, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.
1

2

Ibid.
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Two separate things happen at the beginning of this movement (see Example 4.1).
The action in the piano part can be described as dyads that Schuller uses to add ambiguity
to his tonal landscape. The intervals produced from the dyads range from a minor second
to a major sixth with the majority of the intervals being major seconds, minor thirds,
major thirds, and tritones.
The bassoon has an unpredictable run using an artificially constructed scale form
(see Example 4.1). Schuller brings the same scale back at measure 15.1 transposed up a
half step along with the dyads and a melodic line from the oboe (Example 4.2).
At measure 75, Schuller brings back the scale but alters the ending (see Example
4.3). This is the A' section. Here Schuller uses a triplet rhythm for the note pairs.

Example 4.1. Schuller, Eine kleine Fagottmusik, Mvt. III, piano reduction, mm. 16.2
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Example 4.2. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. III, piano reduction, mm. 15-17

Example 4.3. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. III, piano reduction, mm. 75-76

Later, the bassoon plays a series of staccato eighth notes, returns to the scale
motive, and reaches an impact point at measures 69-70 (Example 4.4). Schuller then retransitions over five measures to return to the scale motive at measure 75 (Example 4.5).
The end of the movement is the transposed scale motive leading to a twisting scalar
figure in the bassoon’s highest register that comically disappears into nowhere (Example
4.6).
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Example 4.4. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. III, piano reduction, mm. 65-70
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Example 4.5. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. III, piano reduction, mm. 71-76
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Example 4.6. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. III, piano reduction, mm. 90-93

Difficulties of the Movement
Example 4.7 has two awkward moments. The first one is a twisting exercise for
the left thumb (Measure 23). The best solution for this is slow, methodical practice of the
notes and where the thumb goes on each beat. The other spot involves an upper register
leap (Measure 26.4). I’ve given a fingering I’ve used for this passage for the Ab4 below
which allows me a better opportunity to get the D5 (Figure 4.2).
A third example of awkwardness, but in the altissimo register, is found in
Example 4.9. With the seemingly limitless number of fingering choices that a bassoonist
has at their disposal for upper register notes, and the tempo of 112-120 beats a minute to
produce the sequence, you can see that only slow practice will allow the bassoonist a
chance to be successful at the end of the movement.
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Example 4.7. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. III, bassoon part, mm. 22-27

Bb
X X X| O O O F
Eb
Figure 4.2. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. III, m. 26.4, suggested fingering for Ab4 in
ascii notation

Example 4.8. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. III, bassoon part, mm. 90-93

By this point in the concerto, Schuller has brought many of the bassoonist’s
abilities to the surface: technique, lyricism, range, fluency, and stamina. Many
composers would have stopped at this point and ended the piece; Schuller didn’t do that.
In the fourth movement of his bassoon concerto, Gunther Schuller would now test the
bassoon soloist in an area little frequented by bassoonists: jazz improvisation.
.
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CHAPTER 5
MOVEMENT IV: BLUES
Blues music is easy to define and yet hard to describe. In his book Early Jazz: Its
Roots and Development (1968), Gunther Schuller produced one of the seminal history
books on jazz, tracing its origin back to, among other things, the blues. If anyone would
have a handle on blues music among classical composers, you would think it would be
Schuller; a careful hearing of this movement would say that he does know jazz and blues.
Figure 5.1 shows the formal structure of the fourth movement.

Analysis of the Movement
Introduction (1:1-7:4)
“Head” Part A: (8:1-15:4)
“Head” Part B1: (16:1-21:6)
“Head” Part B2: (22:1-27:4)
Transition (28:1-31:4)
“Development A” (32:1-43:4)
“Development B” (44:1-55:4)
Solo 1 (56:1-67:4)
Solo 2 (68:1-79:4)
Head material returns in the
orchestral parts (80:1-91:4)
Tag (Coda) (92:1-104)

Figure 5.1. Schuller, Eine kleine Fagottmusik, Mvt. IV, formal structure
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At measure 8.1, the solo bassoon is joined by the three section bassoons to form a
jazz bassoon quartet (Example 5.1). Schuller seems to be emulating the style of swing
and the sound of a section of jazz saxophones here with the string bass continuing to walk
through. In Example 5.2, Schuller changes the character of the movement with a
development section devoted to the soloist in the blues style.

Example 5.1. Schuller, Eine kleine,Fagottmusik, Mvt. IV, piano reduction, mm. 712
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Example 5.2. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. IV, bassoon part, mm. 32-40

In Example 5.3, the bassoonist improvises over a “walking bass” in the string bass
part (rehearsal letter G). Example 5.4 shows the string bass part. Orchestral interjections
occur throughout the passage as the bassoonist is improvising. The second riff (shown in
Example 5.5) differs from the first in that the bassoonist is in the middle and upper
register.

Example 5.3. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. IV, bassoon part, mm 55-67
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Example 5.4. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. IV, string bass part, mm. 56-80, lowest
notes taken up an octave using x-marked notes for easier reading

Example 5.5. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. IV: bassoon part, mm. 68-83
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Difficulties of the Movement
While the opening indicates a tempo of 72 beats a minute to the quarter note, the
recording holds to one tempo throughout: it is the tempo given in Example 5.6. There is
no information on who initiated the change.
Schuller wrote two awkward passages in Examples 5.7 and 5.8. Neither of them
lie well on the fingers at the given tempo of 116 to 120 beats a minute to the eighth-note.
Use the alternate fingering given in Figure 4.2 for Ab4 (such as at measure 49.3 in
example 5.7) and practice both sequences very slowly to allow for all of the fingerings to
take hold. Albeit the musical lines resemble tenor or alto saxophone lines in style, they
can be performed (though not easily) on bassoon.

Example 5.6. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. IV, bassoon part, mm. 32-33

Example 5.7. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. IV, bassoon part, mm. 48-49
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Example 5.8. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. IV, piano reduction, mm. 54-57

By this point, Schuller has challenged the bassoonist in almost every way
imaginable for a bassoonist to deal with. In the final movement, Schuller will deal with
something else that the bassoonist doesn’t always have to deal with: issues of stamina and
endurance. Schuller will wind the clock back to the age of Bach and attempt to take the
performer’s breath away (literally).
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CHAPTER 6
MOVEMENT V: BADINERIE
The word “badinerie” is similar to the French word “badinage” (which means “a
jest” or “a piece of fun”).1 The only previous use of “Badinerie” as a title of a piece is
the final movement of Johann Sebastian Bach’s 2nd Orchestral Suite in B Minor, BVW
1067.2 The word “badinage” is similar in form and was used by composers such as
Telemann, Lyadov, and Prokofiev.3
The final movement of this concerto seems to be Schuller’s homage to Bach with
a lot of atonality thrown in. Figure 6.1 shows the formal structure for the final
movement.
Analysis of the Movement
A Section (1:1-54)
Cadenza (55-64)
B Section (65:1-91:2)

Figure 6.1. Schuller, Eine kleine Fagottmusik, movement V, formal structure

Bach’s Badinerie is a short piece in binary form. A transverse flute acts as the
soloist, navigating several complicated musical obstacles in an almost breathless fashion
(Example 6.1). Schuller uses these same textural and rhythmic ideas in his Badinerie
(Example 6.2).
1
Erich Schwandt, "Badinage, badinerie," Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, accessed October 23,
2014, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/01745.
2

Ibid.

3

Ibid.
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Schuller's Badinerie resembles Bach's in texture and rhythmic patterns. But his
harmonic language is different: Schuller uses secondary dominant chords along with jazz
substitution chords and several half diminished seventh chords. The breathless solo line
and jocular orchestral accompaniment continue until the climax at measure 46 (Example
6.3). The soloist continues with only percussion instruments to measure 54 (Example
6.4):

Example 6.1. Johann Sebastian Bach, Neue Ausgabe Sämtlicher Werke, Serie VII,
Band 1:Vier Ouvertüren, ed. Heinrich Besseler. Mvt. IV (“Badinerie”), mm. 1-5, Kassel:
Bärenreiter, 1967
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Example 6.2. Schuller, Eine kleine Fagottmusik, Mvt. V, piano reduction, mm. 110
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Example 6.3. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. V, full score, mm. 44-47
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Example 6.4. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. V, full score, mm. 48-55

The formal structure of this movement is simply an A section which parodies
Bach’s Badinerie and a B section (measures 65-85) which finishes the thoughts of the
Badinerie and closes with chromatic scales and forms thereof.
In between the sections, there is an unusual cadenza (Example 6.5). In measure
61.1, a triple piano snare drum roll is accompanying the solo bassoonist. In an orchestral
setting, this would not be a difficult thing to accomplish and the effect would be
tremendous. In a piano reduction, however, this is unusual (yet not unheard of).
Both the Clarinet Concerto of Carl Nielsen and the Bassoon Concerto of Ellen
Taaffe Zwilich contain exposed percussion parts. In the piano reduction of the Zwilich
piece, the pianist taps on the top of the piano the rhythms given to the drumset player in
the fully scored version to perform. In the piano reduction of the Nielsen concerto, either
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a separate snare drum is used or the pianist performs tremolo rolls in the lower octave to
simulate the snare part.

Example 6.5. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. V, piano reduction, measures 55-64

The piano reduction of Schuller’s concerto seems to be more of a rehearsal score
than an actual performance part. The snare roll and the ratchet seem to be critical to
convey mood of this section of Schuller’s piece.
For creating this mood while playing the piano reduction, one possibility would
be to have the pianist hiss like a snake very quietly to simulate the sizzling effect of the
snare drum at a soft dynamic. This is probably more of a laughable parlor trick than
anything; but if the audience understood what was going on (via introductory remarks
from the bassoonist) the laughter would be diminished somewhat when the “snare drum”
made its appearance in performance.
Another possibility would be to have the pianist “roll” very quietly on the top of
the piano using his fingers to simulate the snare drum roll as in the Nielsen concerto
reduction.
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A third possibility would be a soft tremolo roll at the bottom end of the piano by
the pianist to simulate the snare roll. Although this doesn’t produce the intended effect
the composer wanted, it could be construed as similar or close enough to the intention of
the composer.
I would personally advocate either of the last two choices leaning somewhat
towards the roll at the bottom end of the piano. The low end piano roll would be the best
of the choices from the perspective of not disturbing the audience, but it might not be the
effect the composer wanted.
The ratchet is also essential, and you can borrow or buy a ratchet for your pageturner to use.
The ending of the concerto involves a sequence of chromatic scales for the
bassoon soloist as the orchestra performs an additive note sequence to build and heighten
tension to the ending (Example 6.6). The ratchet has the final word.
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Example 6.6. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. V, piano reduction, mm. 82-91

Difficulties of the Movement
Pasmanick performed this movement at a robust 108 to 112 beats a minute to the
quarter note as opposed to the given tempo of 94 to 98 beats a minute to the quarter note.
We do not know who was responsible for the change to the tempo on the recording.
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Another change came on the level of articulation. Schuller wrote the music in
Example 6.7; Pasmanick played the part on the recording as in Example 6.8. Pasmanick
slurred the five-note figures at measure 30.3 and measure 32.3. Again, no one knows for
sure who made the change, but it makes the passage far less awkward from the
perspective of coordinating the tongue to the fingers within the time given.

Example 6.7. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. V, bassoon part, mm. 28-33

Example 6.8. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. V, mm. 30-33 (transcription of the
recording)

In terms of awkwardness, one spot stands out. Example 6.9 is a sequential
chordal pattern that morphs to a different chordal structure periodically in the passage; it
is not always the same type of chord from one measure to the next. These changes
require constantly changing fingerings per sequence. Add to this point the fact that the
passage is tongued throughout at a rapid tempo going back and forth across the F4 break;
this opens greater possibility for note crackage (especially for notes like the D5 or the G4).
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Beyond this, we have the necessary flicking of notes such as A3, Bb3 and D4 and the fact
that the player is exhausted from nearly a minute of sustained playing with limited
breaths and nearly twenty minutes of playing in total.
If you factor in all of those things, now you can see why I call this the most
difficult spot in the piece. Slow, methodical practice is what is needed here as well as
using the alternate fingering given back at Figure 4.2 for the G#4 at measure 48.3, second
sixteenth note.

Example 6.10. Schuller, Concerto, Mvt. V, bassoon part, mm. 47-53.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
Yes…we do need another bassoon concerto…we need this one.
Although many bassoonists would have a very difficult time meeting the technical
standards necessary to play this piece, the bassoon world needs a concerto like this one to
come into the marketplace and the concert halls of our world.
This piece could be thought of as a bridge between the bassoon pieces of the
middle part of the twentieth-century and the 1990’s and beyond. Between the works of
Etler, Persichetti, Jacob, Tomasi, and Arnold in the 1950’s through 1970’s and the works
of John Williams, Zwilich, Previn, Dubois, and Steinmetz (among others) of the 1990’s
and beyond would be Eine kleine Fagottmusik. Schuller’s work blends the atonality of
1950’s music with the style and bravado of the 1990’s and the technical degree of
difficulty of late twentieth-century French conservatory works. In short, this piece would
fit in very nicely.
Schuller’s bassoon concerto deepens a bassoonist’s skill set by adding the often
overlooked area of jazz improvisation. The re-introduction of this work would facilitate
jazz improvisation for bassoonists and could potentially open new doors into more
mainstream jazz areas for the bassoon. It could also lead to more writing of jazz and jazz
improvisational elements for bassoon by modern-day composers; if a composer knows
that a bassoon can actually handle jazz, he or she may be more inclined to show an
interest in writing in that vernacular.
Second, it shows what a bassoon concerto could be (potentially) in the hands of a
composer like Schuller. Before this concerto, very few people would have even dared to
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write jazz or blues style for the bassoon. Not many individuals wrote harder technique
for bassoon before Schuller composed this piece in 1984-85 and not many have written
harder technique for bassoon since. The lyrical lines are impressive within (although
they’re probably not singable) and the stylistic savvy needed to change style and
interpretation throughout is appealing as well. The endurance demands of this work
would make this piece more than a match for any bassoonist, and there are ample lessons
that could be gleaned in the areas of theory and compositional technique for the graduate
or post graduate level bassoonist. All in all, this work could stand toe-to-toe with any
bassoon concerto from the twentieth or twenty-first century and meet or exceed it.
The third reason goes deeper than the reasons of learning improvisation or the
overall content of the piece: A piece of this magnitude and diversity could begin to close
the gap we have with other orchestral instruments and could lead (at last) to even more
composers taking the bassoon seriously and writing high-quality works for it.
I’m still waiting for a bassoon concerto from a composer such as John Adams,
John Harbison, or John Corigliano; if word gets out about this piece, its technical and
musical demands, and how people are able to handle this beast without shrinking away, it
might lead us to getting a piece from one of those three men or someone of that stature.
But it seems to me that unless we can prove to the world that we can play, and unless we
can play a piece of this magnitude (and others like it), we are not going to get a concerto
from one of the above composers.
Pasmanick said this concerto “is the most significant bassoon concerto of the
twentieth century.” We do not know for sure what Pasmanick meant by the word
“significant”; If Pasmanick was talking about the concerto from the perspective of
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historical significance, he may have a case; but just because the writer is well recognized
or has an award does not automatically mean that everything they write will be an instant
classic. If Pasmanick meant that “significant” meant “one of the few usages of jazz
improvisation in bassoon music”, he would be right in that sense. If he was talking about
significance as analogous to popularity among bassoonists, very few know this piece
even exists at this time (hence we cannot say that it has historical significance among
bassoonists yet).
I think Eine kleine Fagottmusik is the most diverse bassoon concerto that we have
available to us currently. If the edition was corrected, reprinted, recorded well, marketed
properly, and bassoonists chose to gravitate toward the challenge of playing the piece, it
could, within a generation, find a place in the standard repertoire alongside the concertos
of Gordon Jacob and André Jolivet (which I feel are among the most significant and
performed from twentieth century repertoire).
In studying this piece of music over the last two years, I have gained several
different things. First, other than the obvious fact that I gained greater levels of technique
and musicianship, I finally was able to take the years of training that I have had as a
bassoonist and be able to show them off most effectively in one single piece of music. I
don’t think I have played a concerto as diverse and multi-faceted as this piece, and I only
wish it had been more tonal (I would have enjoyed it even more).
Second, the technical demands of this piece always kept me coming back to fight
it more and more day after day. I was never able to slow down or back off on certain
sections of this piece, lest I faced losing a section completely and having to start over
with it. Even after all of this time with the piece, there are still spots that drive me crazy,
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and you have to respect that about this piece.
The bassoon world simply wasn’t ready for this piece in 1985 when it first came
out. I think the bassoon world is more ready now in 2015. Only a handful of individuals
would have been able to play this piece in the twentieth century; today more players
would be up to the level of facing Goliath, but might just as soon wish that it would just
stay asleep.
But it’s too late.
This monster has been awakened and it is time for bassoonists to step up and face
the challenge.
The question is not “Who cares?”
The question is “Are you ready to face Goliath?”
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